The Meaning of Darfur
Darfur! What is it? Can you see and make sense of it?
Can you hear the cry? What happened to the people?
Not drought, not flood, not even Tsunami.
But displaced are the people and dying all the same.
Do you understand? What is going on in Darfur?
The tragedy has been going on for ages…
They call them the Janjaweet, the Devil’s messengers
Arabs with guns, Arabs on Jeep caravans, Arabs with
Rifles on their hands. In the tradition of Murahilin,
Coming form the North, descending on peaceful
Peasants... With hatred in their hearts, and malice in
Their eyes, they scorch the huts, – the peasants flee
The Janjaweets follow, chase, and kill with glee.
Men are killed first, indiscriminately. They rape the
Women, and take the little girls – virgin trophies
And war booties. Slaves to wash, cook, and provide
Sex. Satisfying every wish and every whim, fulfilling
Every need. With Islam they justify two, or three,
As many wives as one likes. Furthermore, they say
They are doing Black women a favor, whitening
Their children’s blood, replacing the Blackness with
Lighter Arab Blood. They themselves, hardly any
Lighter skinned. Half-cast Arabs! Self-loathing,
Self-hatred is at work. What a shame! What a pity!
What you see on TV is not new. Sadly, it has
Been going on for ages, For well over a thousand
Years! Darfur is the naked hatred, the racist
Aggression of Arabs on all Colored people. The
Only thing new is that we all witness it now on TV.
That’s what is new. Watching it in silence! Quietly!
Impotently, The World Community watches.
When Arabs first came out of Arabia, a mere
Fifteen hundred years ago, all Africa was Black
The Berbers, the Moors, the Kushaites, The Nubians,
All were black people who built the Pyramids
But where are they now? Do you want to know?
Gone! Wiped out! Genocide! Genocide! Genocide!
Arabs wiped them out and took North Africa: Egypt,
Libya, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, And now Sudan.
So, what is Darfur? It is the expansion of Arabs into
Black Africa, which has been going on for well over
A thousand years. These are the same Arabs who first

Introduced Slave Trade into Europe and America…
Even today they are still the slaveholders
And slave makers. If you think slavery is a thing
Of the past; if you think it belongs in history books;
Think again! Open your eyes and see. For slavery
Of Colored People is alive and still going on today!
Has the world changed? You be the judge…
Thousands, upon thousands of slaves. You will find
Them in Saudi Arabia, Oman, Yemen, Muscat, Qatar,
United Arab Emirates, Kuwait: slaves from Ethiopia
And all Africa, slaves from India and Sri Lanka
And from Bangladesh and the Philippines
An Arab may pray five times a day. He may even
Speak of Islam and of the brotherhood of mankind.
But it is phony! Paying Lip service to Human Rights
They know of no Human Rights in their land, except
When it has to do with the “Palestinian Cause.”
Ask them about the Human Rights for Black Africans
You may just as well forget it, as they have no shame
To an Arab, a Black man is no better than an animal.
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